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Introduction 
Once again we enjoyed fantastic weather for the 6th meeting of the Forth Monitor Farm.  
Whilst many were taking advantage of the sunshine to make hay and clip sheep, it was 
encouraging to have a strong turnout of 25 community group members who contributed to 
an enjoyable and constructive review meeting. 
 
 
Aim of the Project 
To improve the efficiency and profitability of farms within the Forth area by establishing and 
demonstrating best practice on the Forth Monitor Farm. 
 
 
Aim of the meeting: 
At each of the previous meetings we have heard from a guest speaker to cover specific 
topics relevant to the development of the Monitor Farm.  As a result there has been a lot of 
work going on in between times to try and put in to practice the principals that have been 
discussed and the ideas put forward by the Community Group.  With that in mind, we 
decided not to have any outside speakers at the July meeting and instead carry out a 
review of progress so far, followed by some sheep management strategy discussion. 
 
 
The format of the day was: 
 
 

 Full farm tour to review cereal crops, livestock and grass 

 Review of grassland rejuvenation and Albrecht v Conventional treatment trial 

 Discussion on sheep management with specific focus on weaning and tupping 

 Demonstration of aeration equipment 
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Farm Tour Discussion 
 

 
 
Cattle 
Cull Cows: 
At the time of the meeting half of the remaining cull cows were booked for sale.  A Sample batch 
of similar weights had been identified with 2 going to the Caledonian Mart and 2 going to Scotbeef 
so that a liveweight v deadweight comparison could be assessed – the results can be seen in the 
tables below. The remaining cull cows will be sold over the following fortnight. 
 
Scotbeef: 

L/weight* D/weight Grade Total (£) Deduction Net Total (£) Net Price/kg (Live) 

568kg 284kg O+3 837.80 15.80 822 1.45 

606kg 303kg O+3 954.45 15.80 938.65 1.55 

*No liveweight available prior to slaughter so typical Killing out % taken at 50% 
 
Caledonian Mart: 

Liveweight Gross Price (£) Commission Net Price Net Price/kg 

585kg 975 39.98 935.02 160p 

570kg 955 39.15 915.85 161p 

 
In-Calf Heifers: 
After a rough start with 4 difficult calvings which resulted in four pet calves, Duncan feared the 
worst in terms of managing to get healthy calves out of his heifer group.  He was finding in the 
early stages that, following a difficult calving, the heifers were not interested in rearing the calf.  
Further dung samples were taken and it was discovered that rumen fluke as well as liver fluke had 
been an issue and after such a hard winter followed by a traumatic calving, it was little wonder that 
those early calvers had had enough at that stage. 
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Since then the favourable weather has allowed cattle in general, and the heifers especially, to 
thrive. All of the remaining heifers have since calved without any problems or further assistance 
which has come as a great relief to all. 
 
Main Group: 
At the time of the meeting there were 6 cows still to calve from the main group.  As with the 
majority of the heifers it has been a fairly straight-forward calving to date with no major problems 
and no calf losses.   
 

                 
 
Bought-in Angus Cows: 
No more have calved in this group since the last meeting which is disappointing.  All calves have 
been tissue tested for BVD and once the results come back a final decision will be taken as to 
what to do with this group.  If test results are clear, there may be a handful of the younger cows 
form this group that will go back to the bull with the rest being culled. 
 
Bulling Heifers: (Pictured above Left) 
At the time of the last meeting there were concerns that there would not be enough scale of frame 
with the home-bred bulling heifers to allow them to go to the bull at 12 months.  This concern was 
heightened by the problems experienced with the first four heifers that calved.  However, this 
group has benefitted greatly from being turned out to good quality grass with the sun on their 
backs. The community group agreed that in principal all are suitable to go to the bull on the 11th of 
August.  A final assessment will be taken towards the end of July and any marginal heifers will be 
pulled out at that stage for finishing on farm. 
 
Bullocks: (Above right) 
At the last meeting the mood was still fairly negative towards finishing any more cattle going 
forward.  This stance was taken following the previous two years of wet weather that resulted in 
poor weight gains and in-efficient finishing performance.  With that in mind and to take advantage 
of the strong store price, a large group of bullocks was sold in June. Various options remain for the 
dozen or so that are left behind but in light of the fact that they have thrived at grass during the 
excellent weather conditions, and taking in to account the predictions of poorer 2013 grain prices 
(circa £140/tonne), the community group were in favour of finishing the remaining bullocks. 
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Crops 
 

   
 
 
Arnprior usually has 75-85 hectares of cropping with a mix of spring barley, winter and spring oats, 
spring beans, winter OSR and winter wheat.  Due to the very wet back end to 2012, there is no 
winter wheat grown for harvest 2013. Similarly it was not possible to establish any winter oats 
during the back-end of 2012 and so Duncan has sown some Winter Oats in the spring of this year 
as a trial.  A General review of the cropping was carried out during the farm tour and the following 
is a summary of what was discussed: 
 
Winter Oats: 

 Sown early March 

 Took 6 weeks to come through the ground 

 Currently look well but a good month behind where they should be 

 They should continue to catch up but harvest date is likely to be late and yield likely to be 
lower than what would be expected from winter oats sown at the correct time 

 
Spring Barley: 

 All Belgravia for strong disease resistance rating and versatility (malting variety) 

 All fields look clean and have established well despite the cold April and May temperatures 

 The best looking crop is the latest sown field that follows beans from last year 
 

Spring Oats: 

 The Spring oats are generally sown on the heavier carse ground at Arnprior 

 Visual split between the west and east half of the spring oats below the steading: 
 The west half looks better and has clearly benefited from the lime and dung 

that was applied 
 
Spring Beans: 

 Took 5 weeks to come through the ground after sowing 

 Have since established well 

 Even crop with plenty of flowers on the stalks 
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Sheep 

 

 
One of the main objectives of the meeting was to review the sheep enterprise and establish a 
management strategy to take us through weaning and tupping.  Following the farm tour, the group 
gathered at the steading to discuss the current management system and to make the relevant 
management decisions for this year. The actions drawn out were as follows: 
 
Weaning: 

 Usual weaning date is beginning of August – as weather and grass availability is good, and 
ewes are doing well, leave until mid/late August 

 Take a draw of fat lambs immediately - 7 sold wc 15th July at £90/head.  Larger group going 
off wc 22nd. 

 Draw lambs by weight and manage as follows: 
 Heavy lambs to foggage 
 Medium lambs to trial re-seed 
 Light lambs to the best of the remaining grass 

 Draw cast ewes and put lean ones on to the best available grass 
 
Tupping Onwards: 

 Tups go out on 20th of October to the Texel Crosses and 5th of November to the main group 
 Charolais tup to be purchased to go over hoggs 
 Feed from January onwards with a mix made up of oats, beat-pulp and beans 
 All sheep to be vaccinated for enzootic abortion, treated for scab, drenched for fluke and 

given a trace element bolus prior to tupping 
 
The group were offered the opportunity to set up a sheep management group similar to that 
established for cattle. The following people have put themselves forward to be part of this group 
and if anyone else would like to join, please contact the Stirling SAC Consulting office: 

 Daye Tucker 

 Bobby Lennox 

 Michael Blanche 
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Aerator Demonstration 
 

 
 
 
Guy Hodgson from Kelvin Cave attended the meeting and gave a demonstration of the above 
AerWorx aerator on some of Duncan’s silage ground next to the steading. Standard Aerators are 
typically designed with a series of spikes on a rotor that go to depths of approximately 100mm with 
the aim of allowing improved infiltration of water and slurry.  As can be seen from the above 
picture the machine that was demonstrated is a little different and uses a series of heavy duty 
blades attached to a ballast roller.  The main features of the machine are as follows: 
 

 Armour hardened 200mm (8in) blades 

 Total weight 2.6t with roller fully ballasted  

 When operated at speeds of 6-10mph, the percussive effect has a deeper impact, 
fracturing the subsoil and alleviating compaction down to 450mm (18in) 

 This not only improves infiltration of water and nutrients but improves root depth and 
drainage 

 Cost - £8,500 
 
The machine was left at Arnprior for a further couple of days after the meeting and Duncan agreed 
to conduct a trial in some of his grass fields leaving areas untreated so that a yield comparison 
can be carried out later to assess the effectiveness of the machine. 
 
 
Provisional Date for Next Full Meeting 
 
Tuesday 8th of October, 10am at Arnprior Farm Steading – Harvest Dependent and will confirm 
date and agenda nearer the time 
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